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Highlights in the financial year 2013/2014. Since February 2014 THE CAMPUS GMBH HAS ALSO BEEN A MEMBER OF THE BUSINESS SOCIAL COMPLIANCE INITIATIVE (BSCI).



AT THE END OF THE BUSINESS YEAR 95 APPRENTICES AND STUDENTS WERE IN AN EMPLOYMENT AT THE MARC O’POLO GROUP. 17 OF THEM STARTET IN THE REPORTING YEAR IN THE WORK LIFE.



452 MIO. EURO BRAND SALES FOR MARC O’POLO AG – AN INCREASE OF 7.6%



30 employees PARTICIPATING IN OUR CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING PROGRAM.



FOR THE MODIFICATION OF THE FLAGSHIPSTORE IN BERLIN MARC O’POLO RECEIVED THE



DGNB Certificate in gold.
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100% natural electricity FOR OUR LOGISTICS AND ADMINISTRATION BUILDINGS AT STEPHANSKIRCHEN.
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Dear Reader, We are pleased to present you the latest sustainability report. As in previous years, we present how we are addressing the environmental and social requirements of various stakeholders. We also present those measures we have undertaken in the 2013/2014 fiscal year to link the growth of our business with the objectives of sustainable development.



Initiative (BSCI). In February 2014, CAMPUS GmbH also joined the BSCI. Sustainability at MARC O’POLO also stands for a fair and respectful treatment of our team members. We offer them an attractive working environment and room to grow and develop their own ideas. We actively integrate our team members into the future-oriented direction of our company, whether as part of our innovation management program or the newly-launched corporate volunteering program.



Sustainability is a key element in achieving our vision of being the leading modern casual lifestyle brand in the premium segment. This was confirmed by a strategic process which led us to consolidate our company’s direction in the reporting year. Sustainability is one of seven dimensions in our business strategy for which we have discussed and specified concrete measures of success. Consequently, we are systematically examining our processes in all of our areas of business for additional ways to meet our environmental and social responsibility.



You can read more about how MARC O’POLO AG addresses these and other sustainability issues in this report. We hope you enjoy reading it.



Against the backdrop of critical reports in the media about the textile industry, our stakeholders are turning their attention in particular to our products. To ensure that our products are being manufactured in socially responsible ways, we have been requiring all of our suppliers to comply with a code of conduct for years, in line with the membership of MARC O’POLO International GmbH in the Business Social Compliance



Alexander Gedat, CEO MARC O’POLO AG Stephanskirchen, December 2014
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MARC O’POLO STANDS FOR CREATIVE AND HIGH-QUALITY PREMIUM CASUAL FASHION. OUR DECISIONS, OUR APPEARANCE AND THE WAY WE WORK WITH OUR TEAM MEMBERS AND PARTNERS IS DRIVEN BY OUR COMMITMENT TO BEING A PREMIUM FASHION LABEL.



A Portrait of MARC O’POLO.
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Company structure of MARC O’POLO AG.



PARIS MARC O’POLO France SARL Retail in France



STOCKHOLM



HONG KONG



MARC O’POLO Retail AB Retail in Sweden



MARC O’POLO Hong Kong Limited Buying for MARC O’POLO in China



STEPHANSKIRCHEN MARC O’POLO International GmbH Design, buying and distribution in the european sector MARC O’POLO Shoes & Accessories GmbH Design, buying and distribution of shoes, bags and small leather goods of the MARC O’POLO brand



Under the umbrella of MARC O’POLO AG, subsidiary companies govern the brand’s activities. One subsidiary, located in the corporate headquarters in Stephanskirchen, handles the design, production, and distribution of the MARC O’POLO brand (textile wholesale), while another one manages the operation of its own stores and online shops in numerous European countries. Two additional companies are responsible for the design, acquisition, and distribution of MARC O’POLO handbags and small leather goods as well as fashion of the brand CAMPUS. A further subsidiary issues licenses for the brand MARC O’POLO. Company owned international subsidiaries in Paris and Stockholm are responsible for retail distribution of the MARC O’POLO in these countries. Another subsidiary in Hong Kong is tasked with companywide acquisitions in China.



Campus GmbH Design, buying and distribution in of textiles of the Campus brand MARC O’POLO License GmbH licensing of the trade mark MARC O’POLO MARC O’POLO Einzelhandels GmbH Own MARC O’POLO Stores in Germany, Belgium, Italy, Netherlands, Poland and Online Stores.
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The Company. MARC O’POLO was founded in Stockholm in 1967 by two Swedes, Rolf Lind and Göte Huss, and the American Jerry O’Sheets. Little more than a year later, the company entered the German market with Werner Böck as its sales partner. In 1997, Böck acquired a majority stake in the company and founded the MARC O’POLO AG. He moved the company headquarters from Stockholm to Stephanskirchen near Rosenheim in southern Germany, from where the company‘s shops in Germany and abroad as well as its trade partners are supplied.



MARC O’POLO International GmbH, CAMPUS GmbH, MARC O’POLO Licence GmbH and MARC O’POLO Shoes & Accessories GmbH (see chart). The MARC O’POLO Shoes & Accessories GmbH evolved from MARC O’POLO Shoes GmbH during the report year, and focuses on the design, buying and sale of footwear, bags and small leather goods. The MARC O’POLO AG employed almost 1,900 employees worldwide at the end of the 2013/2014 fiscal year (see page 30). The company is managed by a three-member executive board chaired by Alexander Gedat. Werner Böck is the chair of the board of directors. The majority shareholder of the MARC O’POLO AG is the capital-home GmbH, Stephanskirchen.



The core business activity of MARC O’POLO is the creation and distribution of casual wear in the premium segment as well as licensing its brands. MARC O’POLO is the holding and management company for its subsidiaries
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The Brands. MARC O’POLO is a premium brand offering modern casual wear made from natural materials. The MARC O’POLO brand values of „Natural – Simplicity – Quality – Personality – Innovation“ combine a cosmopolitan and confident lifestyle with sophisticated demands for quality. In line with its brand slogan „Follow Your Nature,“ MARC O’POLO targets fashionconscious individuals who nurture a casual, natural style. The company’s level of brand awareness in Germany is approximately 96%, according to a study by the leading news magazine Spiegel („Outfit 8.0“, 2013). The core of the MARC O’POLO brand universe is a complete collection of fashion for men and women, including MARC O’POLO Modern Casual Women and Men, MARC O’POLO Smart (through Spring/Summer 2013) and MARC O’POLO Pure (from Fall/Winter 2013). The brand also includes footwear, bags and small leather goods as well as licensed products, currently including MARC O’POLO collections in Eyewear, Home, Junior, Legwear, Underwear, Beachwear and Jewels.
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MARC O’POLO Pure The MARC O’POLO Pure collection line expanded the brand’s portfolio in 2013 to include the premium women’s wear segment. MARC O’POLO Pure combines the modern-casual, natural style of MARC O’POLO with feminine and timeless statement pieces. Each piece



has an unmistakable feel combined with particular sophistication and style. Only high-end, natural materials are used. This line’s use of fine silhouettes, high-end threads and materials and its own design language have taken the MARC O’POLO brand to the next step.
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CAMPUS The CAMPUS brand targets young adults who are self-confident, but do not want to take themselves too seriously. They take advantage of the opportunities life give them, they like to dress well and appreciate quality. The CAMPUS brand includes lines for both men and women. The CAMPUS GmbH was founded in 2012 as an independent company within the MARC O’POLO AG. The MARC O’POLO headquarters is in Stephanskirchen, home to the design, sales and product development departments as well as a showroom presenting the brand‘s latest creations.
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Sales Structure. MARC O’POLO products are distributed by both within Germany and abroad by the MARC O’POLO International GmbH, also headquartered in Stephanskirchen. During the reporting period, a total of 2,224 stores and retail partners were supplied from Stephanskirchen (previous year: 2,609), including 1,419 in Germany (previous year: 1,695). We offer our partners eight collections and ten delivery deadlines each year. MARC O’POLO products are sold in both Germany and abroad through various retail concepts:



Retail sales in other countries are handled by three European subsidiaries in, Stockholm and Paris. Another subsidiary in Hong Kong is responsible for purchasing in Asia. The CAMPUS brand has its own sales structure with its own showrooms. During the reporting year, CAMPUS had six company-owned stores in Germany and Austria, with another opening in Berlin in the fall of 2014. The brand is also amongst other things distributed in Switzerland, the Netherlands, Belgium. CAMPUS also has its own online shop (www.campus72.com).



· company-owned MARC O’POLO stores (105) · franchise stores (155) · partner stores – shops within larger stores (1170) · multi-label stores (1,486) · online partners (39)
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Business Growth & Vision of MARC O’POLO. Over the past years, MARC O’POLO AG has been posting steady and significant increases in sales (see chart). In the 2013/2014 fiscal year, we achieved group-wide brand sales (including licenses) equal to €452 million (as of 05/31/2014). Compared to the previous year, this represents an increase of 7.6%.



and opportunities to influence POS decisions. We also rely on strong franchise partners within Germany and abroad and are expanding the licensing business, especially in accessories. The long-term goal of the MARC O’POLO AG is: to be the leading modern casual lifestyle brand in the premium segment. During the reporting period, our executive board and top management team underwent a planning process to the future strategy for the company. We identified seven dimensions (brand, product, internationality, freedom, team, modernity and sustainability) as key fields of action and set concrete, company-wide goals in each. To achieve these goals, MARC O’POLO AG will rely on long-term value creation, transparent structures and flat hierarchies.



The return on sales after tax was 8.8% for the reporting year. Thanks largely to a high equity ratio of 71.7%, MARC O’POLO AG had no bank debt at the end of the 2013/2014 fiscal year, putting it in a position to make the necessary investments for the long-term success of the company. MARC O’POLO AG made most of its sales (83%) in the German-speaking countries. In recent years, the Benelux countries have established themselves as an additional important market. Internationally the  MARC O’POLO brand is represented in over 30 countries, mostly in the EU, but also in countries such as Russia, and Belarus.



SALES DEVELOPMENT



For the future, we plan to continue our growth, particularly abroad. Currently with 26 company-owned stores, we want to strengthen our market presence in Belgium, Netherlands, Poland and France. In fall 2014, we opened two company-owned stores in the fast-growing Chinese market. Both nationally and internationally, the online business continues to offer further business opportunities. In Germany, we want to optimize our processes to create more intensive relationships with our partners, especially key accounts that promise long-term sales



+7,6% +9,2%



BRAND SALES INCL. LICENSES (M)



FINANCIAL YEAR
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+3,9%



404



420



452



2011 / 12



2012 / 13



2013 / 14



S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T



MARC O’POLO IS COMMITTED TO THE PRINCIPLE OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. EVERYTHING WE DO AS A COMPANY IS EVIDENCE OF OUR RESPONSIBILITY AND IS BASED ON CREATING LONG-TERM VALUE. 2014



Our Approach to Sustainability.
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Our Fields of Action. Sustainability for MARC O’POLO means connecting the success of our business with a commitment to environmental stewardship and social responsibility at each point along the value chain. Accordingly, we are committed to corporate sustainability in everything we do (see chart). As part of our internal strategic planning process, we further refined our



approach to sustainability during the reporting year. To anchor sustainability in all aspects of our business, we have expanded our management instruments to include environmental and social aspects which have been integrated into the balanced scorecards of the individual divisions.



PRODUCTS & SUPPLY CHAIN



BUSINESS MANAGEMENT



· Code of Conduct (Economy- and Social Standards) · Chemical Minimum Requirements · Environmental and social standards for suppliers · Sustainable products



· Values and principles · Quality and risk management · Stakeholder dialouge



SOCIETY



EMPLOYEES



· MARC O’POLO Foundation · University cooperations · Corporate Volunteering



· Education and training · Life-Balance · Diversity · Health management



ENVIRONMENT · Ecofriendly Facility Management & Store Construction · Resource efficiency
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Values & Principles. The values that characterize our collaboration within the company are derived from our understanding of who we are as a brand. They are reflected in our human resources policies, our leadership promise and our career advancement models.



Creative WE FEEL INSPIRED AND MOTIVATED IN A MODERN, DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT.



Passionate WE ARE GOAL-ORIENTED, QUALITY-CONSCIOUS AND DRIVEN TO BECOME BETTER EVERY DAY.



Authentic HONESTY, AUTHENTICITY AND RESPECT SHAPE THE WAY WE WORK TOGETHER.
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Corporate Governance. The success of MARC O’POLO is based on the confidence that our business partners have placed in us – and vice versa. Together, we want to create lasting value. Everything we do is in compliance with the law and follows the principles of good, responsible corporate governance and results-oriented leadership.



policy debates. We comply with the legal standards for advertising and there were no violations during the reporting period. We handle the data of our customers and employees as confidential and do not disclose it to third parties. One of the principles of good corporate governance is responsible management of business risks. A group-wide risk management strategy has allowed MARC O’POLO AG to identify, assess and aggregate risks effectively and then keep them in check. In addition to a comprehensive risk management checklists and balanced scorecards for retail and wholesale sales, risk management also includes management by objectives, and regular surveys of our team members and customers. This helps us monitor collections deadlines, personnel and financial data, as well as delivery and sales quotas. We have countered any risks to our reputation this reporting year by anchoring sustainability indicators in our corporate controls.



MARC O’POLO AG is organized according to German corporate law, with a two-tier management system comprised of the (actively managing) executive board and the (supervisory) board of directors. The executive board provides regular, comprehensive updates to the board of directors and holds regular meetings to address the group‘s planning, development and current situation, including risk management and compliance. The six-member board of directors monitors and advises the executive board in the management of the company and is involved in setting the company’s strategy and planning as well as all underlying entrepreneurial issues. There were no cases of corruption at MARC O’POLO AG during the reporting year. We do not lobby or otherwise participate in political
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Sustainability Management. Given the strategic anchoring of sustainability within MARC O’POLO the head of strategic controlling has been responsible for sustainability management for several years now. She reports directly to the CFO. The operationally vital areas of sales and production have two sustainability managers whose key functions include social responsibility, product



safety and sustainable products. Together with our business partners, suppliers and accredited certification and auditing companies, we are developing concepts to meet the challenges of a global supply chain within the textile industry (see page 21).
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Stakeholder Dialog. MARC O’POLO International GmbH nurtures trusting and cooperative dialog with its stakeholders, whom we actively approach for open, respectful and honest exchanges in a variety of formats (see chart). During the current reporting year, we have worked to state more precisely our different stakeholder groups and evaluate their expectations of us. It is very important to us that we regularly update these findings and intensify the dialog with our stakeholders. In past conferences on sustainability, we have established together with our business partners a platform for extraordinary dialog with experts, companies and even competitors. Unfortunately, no conference was held during the reporting period.



We exchange views with our producers as well as with associations, consumer initiatives and cooperation partners. As part of our membership in BSCI (see page 26), we regularly participate in working groups and seminars. We conduct regular surveys of our retail and wholesale customers about their perception of the MARC O’POLO brand. The executive board holds a quarterly event known as the “Happy Hour” at our Stephanskirchen headquarters, where it keeps team members updated on key developments and the goals of the company (see page 35).



We also turn our attention outwards through regular attendance at meetings and workshops as well as inviting companies and groups from all sectors to come to our site.



SHAREHOLDERS



SUPPLIERS



TEAM MEMBERS



management report / general meeting personal exchange



exchange with sustainability manager / code of conduct / social audits / visits from purchasing  / production team / invitation to the Headquarters



written surveys (biannual) / employee event (quarterly)



CONSUMERS



SOCIETY



BUSINESS PARTNERS



website / sustainability report / customer survey (annual) / complaints office / events in stores



press releases / responding to inquiries / university partnerships / events on site / direct contact with community/neighbors



survey of wholesale customers (biannual) / events for franchise partners / dialog meeting (twice a year) / complaints office
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ideas competition / roundtable
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THE TEXTILE SUPPLY CHAIN IS COMPLEX INVOLVING A LARGE NUMBER OF BUSINESS PARTNERS. FOR US, THIS MEANS ACTING MORE SUSTAINABLY IN EVERYTHING WE DO TO CREATE ENVIRONMENTALLYFRIENDLY AND SOCIALLY-RESPONSIBLE PRODUCTS.



Products & Supply Chain.
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Supply Chain & Level of Influence. The textile supply chain consists of numerous individual processes. Rapid changes in collections mean ever-changing fashion demands. That’s why MARC O’POLO International GmbH works with a large number of independent suppliers and trading partners at all levels of the supply chain; with some of these suppliers, we only have indirect relationships (such as suppliers of raw materials).



exert in terms of our commitment to sustainability varies widely at different stages of production. However, we are aware of our responsibility and try to ensure that our business partners comply with our values and principles, although we often only have a limited influence. We exercise this influence through our trading partners, in direct exchange and with appropriate monitoring systems. The following chart shows the various stages of the MARC O’POLO International GmbH supply chain and the challenges faced at each stage.



Challenges at each Level On the one hand, the supply chain for each MARC O’POLO product is very individual, with each component passing through several stages of its own complex supply chain. Our challenge is that the amount of influence we can
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Supply Chain of the MARC O’POLO International GmbH



CULTIVATING & HARVESTING



SPINNING



KNITTING & WEAVING



MATERIALS PROCUREMENT



Dyeing takes place at different stages along the supply chain: ∙ fibers (unspun) ∙ threads ∙ fabrics ∙ finished piece (garment dyeing)



Production of fabrics by weaving or knitting (incl. jersey)



A MARC O’POLO product consists of up to 25 individual materials (such as buttons, ribbons, inlays, labels, linings, outer fabrics)



Suppliers process the individual materials and assemble them into a finished product



Washing, dyeing, finishing etc. of assembled products



Transport of products from suppliers to MARC O’POLO International GmbH, Stephanskirchen



Acceptance and inspection of incoming products Picking and shipping products to point-of- sale (POS)



∙ high water consumption levels ∙ trends and improved comfort sometimes require chemical use



∙ collaboration  with a variety of suppliers to meet trends and changing collections



∙ collaboration with a variety of suppliers to meet trends and changing collections ∙ each  material has its own supply chain



∙ collaboration with more than 100 suppliers around the world and their suppliers ∙ rapidly changing collections assume short delivery times



∙ trends and improved comfort sometimes require chemical use ∙ high water consumption (dye rinsing & washing processes)



∙ timely goods control based on various types of transport ∙ system vulnerable to risks (such as natural disasters) due to global network of suppliers ∙ optimized routes



∙ seasonal changes ∙ product availability ∙ timely delivery of products



DYEING



MANUFACTURING & ASSEMBLY



FINISHING



TRANSPORT



STORAGE & DELIVERY



PROCESS Cultivation and harvesting of natural fibers and raw materials (including cotton, linen, silk, wool, leather, down)



Spinning fibers into thread



ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL CHALLENGES ∙ animal and species protection ∙ conventional cotton farming: high water consumption, use of pesticides, fertilizers and defoliants



∙ organic certification process
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Environmental Product Stewardship. Sustainable Textile Fibers & Products



The manufacture of MARC O’POLO products from raw material to finished good is associated with significant environmental impacts. In addition to high consumption levels of raw materials and energy, potential contamination of air, soil and water due to dyeing, washing or other finishing processes also plays an important role. We oblige our suppliers with the minimum ecological requirements set by statute.



As a member of the international non-profit organization Textile Exchange, the MARC O’POLO International GmbH is committed to an increase in the worldwide production of sustainable textile fibers and a reduction in the environmental impact of the production process. We have been using textile fibers from certified organic agriculture in our collections for several years.



Compliance with Minimum Chemical Requirements.



Modern Organic Products Our products labeled as „modern organic“ are made exclusively of cotton, linen or wool fibers from certified organic agriculture. The following conditions apply to the cultivation and production of natural fibers according to the statutory guidelines: ∙ no use of genetically modified seeds ∙ cultivation in crop rotation ∙ no use of synthetic fertilizers ∙ biological pest control ∙ no use of defoliants during harvesting



Protecting our customers is a major priority for the MARC O’POLO International GmbH. Our manufacturers therefore commit to meeting our high minimum chemical requirements that are often more stringent than that required by law. These ecological procurement guidelines are embedded in our production guidelines, our code of conduct, our requirements profile and our RSL (list of restricted substances). Compliance with these standards is verified through periodic audits conducted by independent and accredited laboratories.



SHARE OF ORGANIC PRODUCTS OF TOTAL PRODUCTION



TOTAL AMOUNT*



F / W 2011



S / S 2012



F / W 2012



S / S 2013



F / W 2013



S / S 2014



2%



13 %



4%



12 %



9%



13 %



*F/W = Fall/Winter; S/S = Spring /Summer
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For biologically produced wool, additional strict guidelines regarding animal husbandry and the use of medicines and pesticides apply. The yarns for our „modern organic products“ are sourced from suppliers that are certified according to GOTS (the Global Organic Textile Standard) or OCS (Organic Content Standard). The range of „modern organic products“ includes tops, knitwear, dresses, blouses and shirts. During the reporting year, they made up 9% of our fall/winter 2013 collection and 13% of our spring/summer 2014 collection, in both cases an increase over the previous years (see table). The difference between the seasons is explained by the reduced use of cotton in the winter season. Blue Dot Under the Blue Dot label, we have been selling trousers, skirts and jackets with significantly reduced environmental impacts as part of our denim collection for several years now. The washing process for these products only uses five to ten liters of water, compared to an average of 100 liters for conventionally produced denim. The washing process itself consumes up to 60% less energy. We largely avoid using chemicals in our Blue Dot line and only use agents that are 100% biodegradable.



The proportion of Blue Dot items in our overall ladies denim selection was 12.6% during the reporting year, significantly lower than in the year before (22%). This was largely due to changes in fashion. During the reporting year, black and gray denim products were in high demand and we did pay attention to producing them with environmentally friendly processes. But these were not entirely enough to satisfy our stringent criteria for Blue Dot labeling. The dark blue products on offer in the upcoming winter collection will once again be produced more frequently as Blue Dot products.
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International GmbH hired the independent International Down & Feather Laboratory and Institute (IDFL) to trace the origin of the down and feathers used in our products. We have thus been able to ascertain for the majority of the down and feathers we use that they are mostly by-products from the food industry. We can practically exclude that any of our down and features come from the plucking of live animals or the production of foie gras.



Eco Sneakers The MARC O’POLO Eco Sneaker was the first completely eco-friendly sneaker to be presented by MARC O’POLO Shoes in March 2014. The Shoe was develeoped in a cooperation with Natural World Eco. Organic cotton and natural rubber were used to craft the shoe and, instead of chemical products and adhesives, only natural materials are used. The sneakers are available in four models in different colors.



Angora The reports about the agonizing treatment of Angora rabbits in China prompted MARC O’POLO during the reporting period to eliminate the use of angora in its future products company-wide.



Animal Welfare. Part of the corporate philosophy of MARC O’POLO is considerate treatment of animals. Appropriate guidelines have been established and are being continuously developed across the enterprise.



Leather & Fur MARC O’POLO does not use exotic leathers such as snake or reptile leather in its collections. We achieve a comparable look through the use of embossed leather. It typically originates from sheep, cattle or goats and is a by-product of the meat industry We also do not use real fur. To meet the demand of fashion, we use imitation furs instead.



Down Customers and consumers have become more concerned about the use of down in recent years. During the reporting year, MARC O’POLO
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Social Responsibility in the Supply Chain. With its suppliers and producers, MARC O’POLO strives to achieve longterm cooperation based on openness and trust. We try our best to understand and support their needs and support each other mutually. We enjoy a longstanding and intensive partnership with most of our suppliers.  A purchasing strategy based on stability and continuity allows more transparency and certainty when asking where and under what conditions our products are manufactured. It also ensures long-term capacity and a higher level of quality.



of our suppliers and producers to comply with these basic principles as well. The MARC O’POLO code of conduct is based on the internationally recognized basic standards of the International Labor Organization, the UN Children‘s Rights Convention, the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the UN Global Compact and the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. It also contains the code of conduct defined in the Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI). The MARC O’POLO Ethical Code of Conduct includes the following principles: ∙ ban on forced labor and wage slavery ∙ ban on child and prison labor ∙ pay at least equal to the statutory minimum wage or prevailing wages in the local textile industry (In cases where these do not cover the cost of living, our manufacturers must provide adequate additional compensation.) ∙ compliance with applicable national laws and industry standards on working hours and safety ∙ freedom of assembly and the right to collective bargaining ∙ ban on discrimination against employees ∙ requirement to provide a safe and healthy work environment



Standards and Codes Our suppliers are mainly located in China, India and Turkey. In certain emerging and developing countries (so-called risk countries) fair and ethical working conditions cannot be taken as a matter of course. We attach great importance to the manufacture of its products under humane conditions and require our suppliers to comply with social standards. MARC O’POLO Ethical Code of Conduct We have defined company-wide social standards with our Code of Conduct. This code sets forth the values and principles for the manufacture of our products and is a part of all our procurement contracts, thus committing all
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Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI) MARC O’POLO International GmbH has been a member of the Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI) since 2009; CAMPUS GmbH joined in February 2014. The initiative, founded by the Foreign Trade Association (FTA), aims to improve working conditions in the global supply chain. The more than 1,300 participating companies follow the BSCI Code of Conduct, which was updated during the reporting year (see box). The companies have agreed to have their suppliers audited on a regular basis for their compliance with this code of conduct. The scope of these audits is defined by the BSCI, with the required quality of the audit results depending on the company‘s length of membership. According to which, members must meet the following requirements:



NEW BSCI CODE OF CONDUCT In January 2014, the internationally recognized Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI) updated its code of conduct, which actively involves all trading partners in the process of compliance with social standards. The new version was especially extended to include principles of ethical c onduct and a ban on precarious employment practices. BSCI members are required to present what  they are doing to meeting these standards. The updated guidelines will be implemented and monitored by the BSCI s tarting in 2015. MARC O’POLO International GmbH and CAMPUS GmbH have implemented the updated guidelines and have informed all their suppliers about the new requirements.



∙ after 3 years: Auditing of the suppliers of ⅔ of the purchasing volume from at-risk countries ∙ after 3½years: „Good“ or „Room for Improvement“ audit or re-audit scores for suppliers of ⅓ of the purchasing volume from at-risk countries ∙ after 5½ years: „Good“ or „Room for Improvement“ audit or re-audit scores for suppliers of ⅔ of the purchasing volume from at-risk countries



initiative based in New York. We automatically evaluate these certificates as “good” and do not require these suppliers to undergo a separate audit in accordance with BSCI principles. The SA8000 is an internationally recognized standard with stringent requirements on labor and social conditions. When choosing manufacturers, we give priority to firms with SA8000 certification.



SA8000 Standard In addition to the BSCI standard, we accept our suppliers‘ SA8000 certificates from Social Accountability International (SAI), a multi-stakeholder
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Social Audits & Supplier Management.



the suppliers who had received „good“ marks on their last audit. BSCI selects the targets randomly. This further ensures the most recent audit results. Since an audit with a score of „good“ remains valid for three years from the date of the last full audit, using spot checks helps ensure continued compliance during that three-year cycle and strengthens the underlying values of the BSCI audit.



We ensure that our suppliers and their producers are in compliance with the MARC O’POLO code of conduct through regular audits. To this end, we work with independent auditing and certification companies accredited by Social Accountability Accreditation Services (SAAS). This accreditation ensures that our social audits are conducted according to uniform, global standards. The auditors are multilingual and usually come from the regions where the respective production plants are located.



Violations of Our Code of Conduct In case of repeated or severe violations of our code of conduct, we reserve the right to terminate the working relationship with that supplier. However, we understand sanctions as a last resort. Our focus is on fostering a spirit of partnership with our suppliers, based on better qualification and continuous improvement processes.



The Audit Process In the first step, a full audit is performed to ensure that the supplier meets the requirements of our code of conduct. This audit is comprised of four main components: interviews with the supplier‘s management team, interviews with employees, a tour of the production facility and the review of relevant documents (e.g. contracts, payroll and attendance records, pay slips).



We are aware that a one-to-two day audit is only a snapshot of a process where rule violations are often difficult to detect. If complaints are made, we ask non-governmental organizations to verify the results of our existing audit reports and we engage in dialog with our buyers and technicians. If the complaints prove to be true, we work with our supplier to develop an appropriate action plan.



If deficiencies are identified during the audit (receiving scores of „room for improvement“ or „critical“) a plan to eliminate them is drawn up. After no more than twelve months, another audit is carried out. This re-audit evaluates whether the improvement measures have been successfully implemented. If a supplier receives „good“ marks at this re-audit, the result remains valid for three years from the date of the last full audit.



In pursuing a socially responsible production process, we not only want to check up on our suppliers; we also want to heighten their own awareness of how to act sustainably. As part of our BSCI membership, they are given the opportunity, for example, to participate in free training and workshops on topics such as work hours rules, pay and workplace safety.



Random Unannounced Checks Since the beginning of 2014, the BSCI has been performing full audits without prior announcement. These spot checks are conducted on 10% of
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Ban on Sandblasting.



Transparency for Consumers.



MARC O’POLO has banned the use of sandblasting across the company and contractually requires our suppliers and their producers to comply with this requirement. Sandblasting is a processing technology used in the production of jeans. Garments are blasted at high pressure with sand to give them a so-called vintage or used look. The process releases dust particles containing quartz, which are deposited in the lungs of workers and can cause severe health issues.



Consumer Inquiries We will answer any inquiries from our consumers about the producing countries, our products and sustainability measures as quickly as possible by phone or in writing. We have seen an increased number of consumer inquiries after media reports about the textile industry. The reports about deficiencies in production facilities and the mistreatment of animals have confused our customers. We comply with the requirements to supply information as set forth in Art. 33 of the REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals) regulations. We answer end-user inquiries within 45 days.
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OUR TEAM MEMBERS REPRESENT THE MARC O’POLO BRAND. IN LINE WITH OUR COMPANY’S PHILOSOPHY „THE FREEDOM TO BE YOURSELF“, WE GIVE THEM ENOUGH SPACE TO LEAD LIVES THAT EMBODY THE SAME OPENNESS, CLARITY, PERSONALITY, QUALITY AND INNOVATION THAT THE BRAND EMBRACES.



Employee.
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Employee structure.



+10% CHANGE IN EMPLOYEE NUMBERS



With transparent structures and flat hierarchies, the MARC O’POLO AG creates the conditions that allow our team members to integrate easily into the company and bring their skills and expertise into their performance. The positive work atmosphere affects how a company is perceived from outside and helps contribute to the satisfaction of our customers and business partners.



+11%



+6%



Employee numbers of MARC O’POLO have risen greatly in recent years.  At the end of the last fiscal year, we had 1,907 team members around the world (including apprentices, temporary workers, interns, student works and trainees), a 10% jump from the previous year. In Germany, there were 1,556 people on our team (84.2% of the total), including 659 at our headquarters in Stephanskirchen, where we are a major employer in the region. The Stephanskirchen teams include those who work for MARC O’POLO International (wholesale), MARC O’POLO Shoes & Accessories, CAMPUS und MARC O’POLO License GmbH, plus the employees of the MARC O’POLO Einzelhandels GmbH, who work at the headquarters.



TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES



1609



1792



22,7%



During the reporting period, an average of 809 employees worked in retail, with 711 of those within Germany. The percentage of part-time employees in the female-dominated textile industry is generally high. For the current reporting year, 21.7% of our team members were working part time at the MARC O’POLO AG.
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PART-TIME EMPLOYEES*



19,6%



FINANCIAL YEAR



2011 / 12



2012 / 13



1907



21,7%



2013 / 14



* Due to a change in how part-time employment was calculated, the number of part-timer employees is different from the previous year‘s report. Employees in this report also include temporary workers, employees on parental leave, interns, students, trainees and apprentices.
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Education & Training. The education of young people and continuous training of our team members has a high priority at MARC O’POLO.



APPRENTICE



Education We train young people in 15 different occupations in the wholesale and retail trade in Germany. During the reporting year, 12% of our team was made up of retail apprentices, once again above our target of 10% (see chart). In wholesale, we reached our target of five percent. For high school graduates who have qualified to attend university, we offer the opportunity to study towards a master of arts in fashion management and entrepreneurship in cooperation with the LDT Nagold Academy for Fashion Manager or a Bachelor of Sciene/Bachelor of Arts with the Baden-Württemberg Cooperative State University in Villingen-Schwenningen.



TARGET



2011 / 2012



2012 / 2013



2013 / 2014



RETAIL



10%



10%



13%



12%



WHOLESALE



5%



6%



7%



5%



HIREING RATE



TARGET



2011 / 2012



2012 / 2013



2013 / 2014



RETAIL



75%



77%



39%



55%



WHOLESALE



75%



88%



86%



100%



APPRENTICEQUOTA*



*values refer to national Companies.
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During their training at MARC O’POLO AG, the young team members take on challenging tasks where they can really test themselves. This includes a project assigned by the executive board, which includes team and individual aspects that are then presented. In this reporting year, our apprentices and students organized the soccer tournament for apprentices at various companies in the region. It happened in July 2014. Every year the tournament is held by another training company.



while we missed our internal benchmark for hiring our apprentices in retail (see chart). Reasons for not applying to be hired include other professional goals, starting a degree program and health restrictions. We offer interns a demanding work experience and give them the chance to prove themselves in the company. That‘s why we joined the „Fair Company“ initiative, organized by the Federal Ministry of Labor, during the reporting year.



For the earlier project „Lange Nacht der Ausbildung“ (means „Long Night of Apprenticeship“), where we gave students and their parents a comprehensive look into ways they could start their professional lives at MARC O’POLO, we were awarded with the HR Excellence Award for this event in December 2013. In addition to the regular course content, apprentices also have the opportunity to complete in-house courses at the MARC O’POLO Academy or specific training courses, for example, first aid.



To help students with initial disadvantages make a successful start to their processional life, the MARC O’POLO AG has been cooperating with the non-profit initiative JOBLINGE since July 2012. Based on our positive experiences, we have continued to expand our level of cooperation with this project. During the reporting period, we awarded a total of 13 professional orientation placements in our stores in Munich, Frankfurt and Cologne. For four of the participants, these led to being accepted on a retail sales apprenticeship at the MARC O’POLO AG. As a corporate partner, we also provide the initiative advice and offer its interns outfit coaching for job interviews.



High hiring rates of our apprentices ensure that we have enough specifically trained professionals and provide proof of the quality of our training system. 100% of our apprentices in wholesale accepted our job offer,
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Continuing Education The MARC O’POLO Academy in Stephanskirchen offers our team members a varied program of continuing education opportunities. It offers seminars on topics including consumer goods, communications, time management as well as presentations, for example, from extreme athletes speaking on motivation. Our commitment to quality in all our processes is ensured by interdisciplinary workshops, the content of which continues to evolve to meet the challenges of a growing company. A member of our executive team personally orients interested team members and new colleagues to the company‘s processes and work flows.



WORKING TOGETHER AGAINST YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT About 8% of young adults in Germany fail to get started in an apprenticeship, mostly due to a lack of formal qualifications. The goal of the JOBLINGE initiative is to get them qualified for an apprenticeship or a job. The initiative was created in 2008 by The Boston Consulting Group GmbH and the Eberhard von Kuenheim Foundation of BMW AG and is now active at twelve sites across Germany. During a praxis-oriented program lasting several months, the young people get the chance to acquire key skills and hone their social skills on the job. They are supported by JOBLINGE staff, mentors and trained volunteers. The initiative works in collaboration with government institutions and companies. To date, some 2,000 young people have qualified for the next step in their professional lives.



In our one-year „Take the Next Step“ program, we helped fifteen of our younger team members to develop their career potential. We help them acquire key skills and support them in developing their leadership skills. Our trainees have been trained since June 2013 with the „Train Up!“ program. With special trainings we prepare our members of lower and middle management seminars for the operating changes associated with the strong growth of our business. For top management, we are currently developing a leadership model aligned to our values.



During the reporting year, our team members at the headquarters in Stephanskirchen completed an average of 2.5 days of continuing education, while our retail teams completed an average of 4 days.
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Human Resources Management. Our hiring department ensures that we put the right candidates in open positions as quickly as possible. Participation in trade fairs, cooperation with universities, recruiting events and our website are used to present ourselves as an attractive place to work.



In addition to careers in management, MARC O’POLO offers its team members the opportunity to pursue a specialist career. Management staff collaborate with the human resources department to identify talent within the company. In an annual appraisal, our management discusses measures for professional and personal development with the team member and works with them to set individual goals for the following year.



Attractive Employer In addition to offering fair pay, MARC O’POLO offers its team members a number of other benefits. They can use their staff discount to buy our products at lower prices. We also give every team member a company pension, employer matches and discounted mobile service. On special occasions such as weddings, the birth of a child, or a milestone birthday, we congratulate them with a gift certificate. We also support our apprentices with a book allowance, a travel allowance and a 50% discount card for use on the national rail system.



Our attractiveness as an employer was confirmed once again in the „Working in Fashion“ study published each year by trade journal TextilWirtschaft. MARC O’POLO was ranked among the top four of 31 employers in the fashion industry, dropping a spot from the third-place finish the year before. We received particularly good marks in the categories of workplace climate, continuing education and social responsibility. The results were based on an online survey of more than 1,400 apprentices, students, graduates, young professionals and young managers in the fashion industry.



To help new colleagues, apprentices, BA students and interns get a good start in Stephanskirchen, we offer a total of twenty attractive apartments for rent nearby in the center of Rosenheim.
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In Dialog with the Team In a rapidly growing company, internal communication plays a key role. At a quarterly event („Happy Hour“), the executive board of the MARC O’POLO AG tells the team at the Stephanskirchen headquarters about key developments, news and goals within the company. They answer questions that team members can submit anonymously in advance. Our retail c olleagues are told about what happened at the event with a detailed set of minutes. In addition, we invite a small, changing group of employees from all hierarchical levels to a regular evening discussion of topics that affect the team, current business issues, personnel issues or the introduction of new technologies.



improvements to our processes have since been implemented as a result. During the reporting period, we have migrated our entire payroll system from paper to online and we have designed reusable shopping bags for all team members. Employee satisfaction is an important yardstick for the quality of our human resources management. We conduct a biannual survey of our team at MARC O’POLO International and MARC O’POLO Shoes & Accessories. The last was conducted in 2012. In the retail segment, we participate annually in the independent “Great Place to Work” benchmark analysis. This last took place in early 2013 and thus outside of the current reporting period.



Team members can make suggestions for improvements through our Innovation@MARCO’POLO program, launched in 2013. Many small
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Diversity & Equal Opportunities. 4%



3%



4%



8%



Fulltime



23%



Parttime



5% 44% 16%



63%



5%



Students & Apprentices Temporary Mothers in Parental Leave



25%



Internals STRUCTURE OF EMPLOYMENT HEADQUARTERS STEPHANSKIRCHEN



RETAIL FILIALEN



Tolerance and fairness are a part of the MARC O’POLO corporate culture. We value diversity and create a work environment that is free of prejudice and exclusion. We support new team members from abroad with a mentoring program. There is also a regular international gathering at Stephans kirchen, where interested team members meet with new colleagues, help orient them to the local culture and support them with bureaucratic tasks or finding housing. Currently, 15 team members are involved.



the age of 40. We pay women and men equally, regardless of their gender and personal circumstances, at salaries commensurate with their performance, their position and the general market. Equal opportunities also prevail as our team members make their way up their career paths. During the reporting year, the proportion of women in all levels of management at the MARC O’POLO AG was 59.4%, 5.6% lower than the year before. 60.9% of lower-level managers (regional area managers, regional managers and group managers) were women, while they made up 65.4% of middle management (department heads). At the top management level (executive board, managing director, director), the figure is 27.8%.



Traditionally, fare more women than men are employed in the textile sector. This is also the case at the MARC O’POLO AG. During the reporting year, 77.1% of the team were women. The team is also young: 71.8% are under
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Life-Balance. Only satisfied employees can remain motivated over the long term and maintain enthusiasm for their work. MARC O’POLO therefore supports a healthy work-life balance. The Stephanskirchen office offers all team members flexible working hours, with more than half not being required to clock in. As part of our MARC O’POLO Family initiative, we have been intentionally designing our work environment to be family-friendly. We make it easier for our team members to combine family and career and thus increase their overall satisfaction. At the same time, we are increasing our attractiveness as an employer for professionals, both within Germany and abroad.



We invite team members who are on parental leave to join us for company events and forward news to them. If mothers return to work at least 30 hours a week within six months of giving birth, we grant them a childcare allowance. To make it easier for all women to return to work after childbirth, we work with them to develop an individual return-to-work plan.



Team members can also work from home, subject to operational requirements. Across the company, we offer a range of part time employment models. Our retail staff can turn to their own HR consultants for questions about combining their professional and personal lives. We support fulltime team members who require assistance with childcare or the care of other family members through our cooperation with pme Familienservice, an organization operating across Germany. During the reporting year, an internal survey on the need for care helped show us how we can better meet the individual needs of our employees in the future.



We have offered a comprehensive school break program for parents of school-age children working at our Stephanskirchen headquarters since 2011. During the reporting period, we expanded this program from summer break to include the Easter and Pentecost breaks, due to the high demand from our working parents. A total of 28 children attended workshops on topics such as designing books, woodworking and, for the first time, even yoga. The company pays for this program and works with educational providers in the region.
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Workplace Safety & Health. MARC O’POLO places great value on a safe and healthy work environment. We have workplace safety specialist who makes recommendations on how to prevent work-related accidents and adverse health effects in the workplace. The number of reportable workplace injuries rose to 13 this year (see chart). These included nine workplace accidents and four road accidents. There were no fatal accidents. To enable a rapid response to emergencies, we regularly train our teams in first aid. During the reporting period, a total of 28 people attended the courses in Stephanskirchen. In a special course for the staff of the Retail Stores, 12 members of staff attended the course. The quiet room available to our employees at Stephanskirchen to recover from minor injuries or discomfort has been redesigned.



The MARC O’POLO Health Club, in cooperation with external partners, offers our employees an extensive health and fitness program. This includes presentations on topics such as workplace ergonomics, relaxing massages, healthy eating, motivation and stress management. We regularly invited renowned speakers. During the reporting year, the well-known behavioral scientist Dr. Martin Christian Morgenstern gave a talk on stress management and top mountain climber Gerlinde Kaltenbrunner spoke on motivation. Sports facilities at the Stephanskirchen site include group running program, fitness programs and an intramural soccer team. We also offer our team members across Germany discounted memberships to various fitness centers. During the reporting year, 285 team members took advance of one or more offerings at the Health Club.



Our cafeteria at Stephanskirchen offers team members a range of healthy and balanced meals, including a daily organic menu choice. We generally prefer to source our ingredients locally. All our eggs and cheese are from organic farms, as are the apples made available to team members at no charge. MARC O’POLO assumes the additional costs involved.



MELDEPFLICHTIGE UNFÄLLE GJ 11/12



GJ 12/13



GJ 13/14



REPORTABLE ACCIDENTS AT WORK



XX **



4



9



REPORTABLE ACCIDENTS ON THE ROAD



XX **



2



4



5



6



13



TOTAL*



* MARC O’POLO International GmbH, MARC O’POLO Einzelhandels GmbH, CAMPUS GmbH, MARC O’POLO Shoes & Accessories GmbH ** for this reporting time, there is no detailed information.
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THE VALUES OF OUR BRAND MEAN THAT WE HAVE BEEN DOING OUR BEST TO PROTECT NATURAL RESOURCES FOR YEARS. WE CONTINUOUSLY SEEKS WAYS TO IMPROVE OUR COMPANY’S ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE.



Environment.
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Building Operations & Shop Design. The eco-friendly operation of our company’s buildings and retail outlets is the responsibility of our building and facility management departments. We follow high ecological standards at our Stephanskirchen headquarters. In our warehouses, a solar heating system covers nearly 70% of our heating requirements. The administration building has an integrated solar hot water and supplemental heat system and there is a photovoltaic solar power plant on its flat roof with a capacity of 12.5 kWp. This provides about 10,800 kWh of electricity a year, saving approximately four tons of CO2 emissions. We heat our logistics warehouse with a heat recovery ventilation system, while the office building is heated with an air source heat pump in combination with a refrigeration unit. A light management system ensures that lights in empty offices are automatically switched off with daytime lighting dimmed to the necessary illumination level.



we are trying to find an environmentally friendly way to supply our heat with natural gas.



Starting in 2014, the electricity for our logistics and administration buildings at the Stephanskirchen site and our employee apartments in Rosenheim are obtained entirely from renewable sources. This saves 934 tons of CO2 a year. From May 2015, we will be using green electricity in all of our shops across Germany that can choose their own energy supplier according to their lease agreements. For our building in Stephanskirchen,



In general we use natural materials such as oak and walnut in our retail stores. We do not use tropical woods. We ensure that retired fixtures are properly recycled. When dressing shop windows in our retail stores, we only use one back wall per season, which is then redecorated by making small changes. Factory outlet stores are equipped with discarded fittings from our retail stores.



For the renovation of our flagship store on Berlin’s Kurfürstendamm, the German Sustainable Building Council - DGNB e.V. awarded us its gold DGNB certification at the end of 2013. This was part of a first application phase at the DGNB to certify retail outlets. The MARC O’POLO AG worked its shop-fitting partner to develop appropriate criteria in line with DGNB guidelines. During the reporting period, we have aligned 17 of our shops to these criteria for sustainable shop-fitting. We are currently considering the possibility of getting a series of certificates. As a matter of principle, we will take sustainability criteria into account for any new construction, regardless of subsequent certification.
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Green Office. CERTIFICATES FOR SUSTAINABLE BUILDING



We orient new team members to conscious handling of natural resources and materials during a two-day orientation event.



Over their lifetimes, buildings are responsible for large amounts of climate-damaging greenhouse gas emissions. These can be reduced by energy upgrades and sustainable construction. The German Sustainable Building Council - DGNB e.V., a non-profit and non-governmental association founded by the property industry, has created a certification system to help promote these goals. It evaluates buildings and neighborhoods holistically and across their entire life cycle. The following topics have been set:



In our administrative offices and in our retail stores, we ensure the energyefficient use of office equipment, for example by using the sleep mode feature on multi-functional devices and printers. At Stephanskirchen, we have been gradually exchanging computer monitors for newer models which use energy-saving LED technology. To date, we have replaced 438 older models.



- e cological use of environmentally friendly materials, low emitting surface coatings, water-saving installations - economical durable, recyclable materials, flexible floor plan



For our office devices as well as the packaging in our own stores, we use paper from responsibly managed forests. Our paper shopping bags and gift envelopes carry the FSC® environmental seal. Our paper consumption once again dropped during the reporting year: just by switching from 20 lb. to 19 lb. paper, we saved 1.3 ton of paper. We pay attention to ordering environmentally friendly products for use in our offices.



- socio-cultural pleasant spaces, user influence, accessibility - technological fire protection, cleaning and dismantling friendliness - p rocess quality consideration and documentation of energy, light and cleaning concepts, ensuring sustainability in procurement
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Waste disposal. We try, wherever possible, to avoid waste from the outset. When we do create waste, we ensure that it is properly disposed and recycled.



As an external analysis during the reporting period showed, we currently have exhausted the possibilities for disposal and waste separation at Stephanskirchen. For our retail outlets in Germany, we are currently reviewing further opportunities for improvement. Large banners used to advertise our collections are being turned into tote bags at the end of a season at the Caritas Wendelstein workshops. We give these unique totes as gifts on various occasions.



We have binding catering guidelines to ensure that only enough food and drinks are provided at meetings that will be needed. Anything that remains is later offered to employees at the Stephanskirchen cafeteria. We dispose of packaging material separately and make sure it is recycled. A waste compactor at the administrative and logistics buildings in Stephanskirchen prepares cardboard for further processing. In 2013, this meant that a total 413,27 tons of cardboard packaging were recycled. Office waste paper is collected in bins on each floor of the building. Paper in good condition that has been used on only one side is made into notepads for our team. Wood waste is made available to team members for use in heating their homes.



Conserving resources and recycling also play an important role at the end of our value chain. Through our partnership with PACKMEE, we give our products a second life or ensure that they are properly recycled. Our end customers can send used, but still wearable clothing to PACKMEE at no charge. The organization then sells the textiles to charitable partners and donates at least 50% of the realized proceeds to charitable projects. The system thus combines climate protection, service and social commitment.
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Mobility. The MARC O’POLO AG mobility concept ensures that the environmental impact of business travel and commuting is kept as low as possible. We have been able to cut the CO2 emissions resulting from our travel continuously over the years (see chart).



work are provided with a discount card for rail travel. We also support commuters by subsidizing their Deutsche Bahn Jobticket rail passes. In addition, the travel policy states that rental cars used for short distances should always be from the smallest category, and that team members should use public transport in preference to taxis. For trips to Munich airport, they should use an airport shuttle service.



DEVELOPMENT OF CO2 EMISSIONS OF BUSINESS TRAVEL



CO2 EMISSIONS TOTAL (T) CO2 EMISSIONS PER TEAM MEMBER*



2011 / 2012



2012 / 2013



2013 / 2014



2.255,0



2.037,9



1.179,3



1,51



1,16



0,66



The social mobility network Flinc has become a fixed part of our mobility concept. Team members join the MARC O’POLO group on the Flinc website and can organize spontaneous or regular carpools via their computer, smartphone or GPS. This alone has saved more than 2.8 tons of CO2 emissions during the reporting year. Team members can find out which of their colleagues are traveling along the same routes. In order to attract more employees to Flinc, we ran an internal competition with attractive prizes during the reporting period. We also support private and business car sharing and pay the costs for our team members to sign up for DriveNow.



* based on number of employees at the end of the financial year



Since 2009, we have limited the selection of new vehicles in our fleet to fuel-efficient models. We have been able to continuously cut our average emissions per year to 121.6 g CO 2/km this year (previous year: 123.0 g CO2/km). If team members waive their right to a company car, they instead receive a mobility allowance.



The increased use of telephone and video conferences also helps to reduce the amount of business travel. We have also developed criteria for selecting hotels that allow us to assess them on the basis of their commitment to sustainability. We give preference to hotels who score well when booking for business travel. The experience of the past business year shows that the range of offered accomodations is too little for our need.



We seek to make business travel as environmentally friendly as possible with our business travel policy, updated in 2013. For distances of up to 400 kilometers, team members travel on Deutsche Bahn which uses green electricity to power its trains. Team members who travel regularly for
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MARC O’POLO UNDERSTANDS ITSELF AS A PART OF SOCIETY AND IS INVOLVED IN VARIOUS WAYS FOR ITS COMMON GOOD. THE FOCUS IS ON PROMOTING ART, CULTURE AND SOCIAL PROJECTS.



Society.
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Donations & MARC O’POLO Foundation. The MARC O’POLO Foundation was founded in 2009 to promote the company’s long-term commitment to the common good. The foundation promotes education and training, family life, education, sports, arts and culture, natural sciences, technology and research in general. The foundation’s work focuses currently on making donations to social projects and arts; during the reporting period, the foundation supported a number of social institutions and initiatives. The majority went to those affected by the floods in Rosenheim and surrounding areas. The foundation donated a total of € 65,000 to this cause in the summer of 2013. In total, the MARC O’POLO AG donated €83,000 to charity during the reporting year.



The MARC O’POLO Foundation supports the German and international art scene by acquiring objects and paintings by contemporary artists. They are permanently displayed at our Stephanskirchen headquarters. We also display some in public spaces, including the former site of the State Garden Show in Rosenheim. During the reporting period, the MARC O’POLO Foundation acquired a clay sculpture by Berlin artist Harald Birck, a bust crafted as part of his „On Par“ series of portraits of homeless people.
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Employee Engagement. With a new corporate volunteering program (see box), the MARC O’POLO AG supports employees who are involved in promoting the common good during their spare time. Since 2013, we have given participants in the program a half-day off work to work on social or ecological projects. The offer has received an extremely positive response: during the reporting year, 30 employees signed up. They got actively involved in institutions such as Tafel Rosenheim and the AWO multi-generation house in Rosenheim.



CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING Whether social projects, environmental initiatives or community life: without volunteers, society could not exist in Germany. According to a 2009 survey by the Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, more than one third of Germans volunteer. More and more companies are supporting their employees in this work, whether by granting special leave or making donations to „their“ projects. Everyone benefits from corporate volunteering: the employees gain new perspectives and skills in their work and feel supported by their employer. The employer, in turn, benefits from the gains in social skills and added reputation.



In the summer of 2014, several employees organized a fundraiser for the victims of the floods in the Rosenheim region. They collected a total of €1,620 for the reconstruction of the flooded Sonnenschein day care center.
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University Partnerships. For many years, the MARC O’POLO AG has maintained close relations with various educational institutions. This way we give young adults the opportunity to acquire both academic knowledge and practical experience in a fashion company.



The MARC O’POLO AG is also a participant in the well-known „Beckmans College of Design“ in Stockholm. This school supports creative and talented designers and gives them space to test their skills. During the reporting period, we worked with the furniture design brand Republic of Fritz Hansen for the third time on a design competition entitled „Two Visions – One Nature: Nordic Aesthetics.“ Students of the college put the shared values of both companies into a short movie.



At LDT Nagold Fashion Academy, where we have been training apprentices for years, our employees conduct regular workshops for students on the subject of fashion purchasing buying as well as offer insights into the dayto-day running of a fashion company.



Every year, students of the DHBW Villingen-Schwenigen visit the MARC O’POLO Headquarters in Stephanskirchen.A day created with and by MARC O’POLO gives the participants a wholistic insight of an inter national action fashion company, with a guided tour of the entire company and a practical lecture.



At Reutlingen University, we offer students in textiles the opportunity to take part in special projects. Both there and at Niederrhein University, we participate regularly in recruitment fairs.
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LEGAL NOTICE & CONTACT PERSONS



About this Report. Since the 2007/2008 fiscal year, the MARC O’POLO Group has been making its economic, environmental and social performance transparent in its annual sustainability report. This report presents developments, events and key figures for the 2013/2014 fiscal year which ended on May 31, 2014. Significant changes that occurred afterwards up to the editorial deadline of October 31, 2014 have been included. The content and key figures supplied in the report generally refer to the entire holding company. If data or statements refer only to specific subsidiaries, this is indicated. The content of this report is based on the current guidelines from the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI G3). This report is also available in German.



PUBLISHER MARC O’POLO AG HOFGARTENSTRASSE 1 83071 STEPHANSKIRCHEN TEL. +49 8036 / 90-0 WWW.MARC-O-POLO.COM CONTACT FOR QUESTIONS, COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS REGARDING THIS REPORT, PLEASE CONTACT: JÜRGEN HAHN, CFO MAIL: [email protected] NINA BURMEISTER HEAD OF STRATEGIC CONTROLLING MAIL: [email protected] MICHAELA SIEBERT SUSTAINABILITY MANAGER MAIL: [email protected] FRANZISKA SCHUMANN SUSTAINABILITY MANAGER MAIL: [email protected] TEXT AKZENTE KOMMUNIKATION UND BERATUNG GMBH, MÜNCHEN PHOTOS OLIVER HELBIG RELEASE DATE DECEMBER 2014
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